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Dear Friends of the TTPermatuin, 
 
 
Our warmest thanks... 

Our first year has ended and it is time to thank all those who 
have helped us to get this far. We thank our closest neighbours 
on the allotment, Roy and Barbara, who helped make our little 
experiment possible in the first place; we are grateful to all 
those people who turned-up again and again in the rain and 
the mud in early spring simply to move a mountain of compost 
to the top of our ‘hill’; we thank the generous people who grew 
or donated plants; all those who slaved in the sun moving the 

greenhouse, and we thank everybody for their continued interest and enthusiasm! Some 
WUR students have invested much time, energy and enthusiasm but had to move on and 
are still missed – Danni and Tomas, thank you! 
 
The story so far... 
TTPermatuin’s first year was full of beginnings – each new garden area, each new plant, 
each new volunteer, and each new network we connected with. For such a small project 
we have created a lot of interest – even before we have finished all our various ‘show’ and 
‘test’ gardens we have had a constant stream of curious visitors. We did a lot of 
groundwork this year – literally – with soil improvement techniques, digging 
experimental raised beds, and installing the second-hand greenhouse. The plants 
survived a crazy growing year with heat-wave, drought, late frosts, and torrential rain the 
whole summer... Many of our plants are perennials which are slow to establish and 
growing systems are new to us so there have been many challenges as well as joys in 
getting the garden started. We focused on gathering plants and seeds as well as putting 



in the basic infrastructure (e.g. a water catchment system), and began to weigh our 
produce which, in the longer term, will help us to answer questions such as how efficient 
the different growing systems are. We have established five of the eight planned 
example growing areas and are looking forward to the beginning of the work days in 
January to get going on the rest.   
 
 
2012... 

 
Check the Blog for updates, site information, and events: 
www.ttpermatuin.wordpress.com  
First workday of 2012 is Saturday, 14th January, 14:00... 
 

 
Growing spring seedlings: 
This year we have a greenhouse so will be able to raise our seedlings on 
site, and we would love to hear from anyone who would be interested in 
helping with this. 
 
 
Mini-plots: 
New for the TTPermatuin in 2012 is the idea of providing some mini-plots 
with tools and support from our project. This is a surprisingly popular idea 
– if you signed-up for more information at the Urban Agriculture talk then 
you will be hearing from us soon! 
 
 
Ideas for the test-beds: 
We have several test-plots where we have the chance to test permaculture 
ideas on a small-scale and make the ‘experiment’ public so we can explain 
them to visitors who come looking around. This can be about growing 

unusual crop plants, companion-planting, soil or plant management trials. This year we 
tried an edible weed patch, a soil conditioning experiment (which will continue for 
several years), and a brick growing tower among others. Any ideas? Contact us and get 
started!  
 
 
We wish you a happy and contented 2012 and look forward to seeing you in the garden! 
 
 
Best wishes from: 
 
Fiona, Jan Joost, Tom, Annemarie, and Carl. 
 


